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QUESTION 1

A media analytics company consumes a stream of social media posts. The posts are sent to an Amazon Kinesis data
stream partitioned on user_id. An AWS Lambda function retrieves the records and validates the content before loading
the posts into an Amazon Elasticsearch cluster. The validation process needs to receive the posts for a given user in the
order they were received. A data analyst has noticed that, during peak hours, the social media platform posts take more
than an hour to appear in the Elasticsearch cluster. 

What should the data analyst do reduce this latency? 

A. Migrate the validation process to Amazon Kinesis Data Firehose. 

B. Migrate the Lambda consumers from standard data stream iterators to an HTTP/2 stream consumer. 

C. Increase the number of shards in the stream. 

D. Configure multiple Lambda functions to process the stream. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

A company uses Amazon Redshift as its data warehouse. The Redshift cluster is not encrypted. A data analytics
specialist needs to use hardware security module (HSM) managed encryption keys to encrypt the data that is stored in
the Redshift cluster. 

Which combination of steps will meet these requirements? (Choose three.) 

A. Stop all write operations on the source cluster. Unload data from the source cluster. 

B. Copy the data to a new target cluster that is encrypted with AWS Key Management Service (AWS KMS). 

C. Modify the source cluster by activating AWS CloudHSM encryption. Configure Amazon Redshift to automatically
migrate data to a new encrypted cluster. 

D. Modify the source cluster by activating encryption from an external HSM. Configure Amazon Redshift to automatically
migrate data to a new encrypted cluster. 

E. Copy the data to a new target cluster that is encrypted with an HSM from AWS CloudHSM. 

F. Rename the source cluster and the target cluster after the migration so that the target cluster is using the original
endpoint. 

Correct Answer: AEF 

 

 

QUESTION 3

An online retail company uses Amazon Redshift to store historical sales transactions. The company is required to
encrypt data at rest in the clusters to comply with the Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS). A
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corporate governance policy mandates management of encryption keys using an on-premises hardware security
module (HSM). 

Which solution meets these requirements? 

A. Create and manage encryption keys using AWS CloudHSM Classic. Launch an Amazon Redshift cluster in a VPC
with the option to use CloudHSM Classic for key management. 

B. Create a VPC and establish a VPN connection between the VPC and the on-premises network. Create an HSM
connection and client certificate for the on-premises HSM. Launch a cluster in the VPC with the option to use the on-
premises HSM to store keys. 

C. Create an HSM connection and client certificate for the on-premises HSM. Enable HSM encryption on the existing
unencrypted cluster by modifying the cluster. Connect to the VPC where the Amazon Redshift cluster resides from the
on-premises network using a VPN. 

D. Create a replica of the on-premises HSM in AWS CloudHSM. Launch a cluster in a VPC with the option to use
CloudHSM to store keys. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.aws.amazon.com/redshift/latest/mgmt/security-key-management.html 

 

QUESTION 4

A company has an encrypted Amazon Redshift cluster. The company recently enabled Amazon Redshift audit logs and
needs to ensure that the audit logs are also encrypted at rest. The logs are retained for 1 year. The auditor queries the
logs once a month. 

What is the MOST cost-effective way to meet these requirements? 

A. Encrypt the Amazon S3 bucket where the logs are stored by using AWS Key Management Service (AWS KMS).
Copy the data into the Amazon Redshift cluster from Amazon S3 on a daily basis. Query the data as required. 

B. Disable encryption on the Amazon Redshift cluster, configure audit logging, and encrypt the Amazon Redshift cluster.
Use Amazon Redshift Spectrum to query the data as required. 

C. Enable default encryption on the Amazon S3 bucket where the logs are stored by using AES-256 encryption. Copy
the data into the Amazon Redshift cluster from Amazon S3 on a daily basis. Query the data as required. 

D. Enable default encryption on the Amazon S3 bucket where the logs are stored by using AES-256 encryption. Use
Amazon Redshift Spectrum to query the data as required. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 5

A large retailer has successfully migrated to an Amazon S3 data lake architecture. The company\\'s marketing team is
using Amazon Redshift and Amazon QuickSight to analyze data, and derive and visualize insights. To ensure the
marketing team has the most up-to-date actionable information, a data analyst implements nightly refreshes of Amazon
Redshift using terabytes of updates from the previous day. 
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After the first nightly refresh, users report that half of the most popular dashboards that had been running correctly
before the refresh are now running much slower. Amazon CloudWatch does not show any alerts. 

What is the MOST likely cause for the performance degradation? 

A. The dashboards are suffering from inefficient SQL queries. 

B. The cluster is undersized for the queries being run by the dashboards. 

C. The nightly data refreshes are causing a lingering transaction that cannot be automatically closed by Amazon
Redshift due to ongoing user workloads. 

D. The nightly data refreshes left the dashboard tables in need of a vacuum operation that could not be automatically
performed by Amazon Redshift due to ongoing user workloads. 

Correct Answer: B 
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